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CARTOONIST’S TAKE

The Apollo program, which culminated 50 years ago
this week with the moon landing of Neil Armstrong and
Buzz Aldrin, was an almost unbelievable success on
multiple levels.

As a contest of sorts between the United States and
the Soviet Union, it showed the power of democratic
societies and free enterprise.

As a grand spectacle, it gave Americans a reason to
be proud of their country at a time when the nation was
embroiled in a cruel and divisive war in Vietnam.

And as an exercise in problem solving, it gave young
people a reason for pursuing careers in science and en-
gineering.

The triumph of the Apollo program has often been
cited by NASA backers as a rationale for return trips to
the moon and other spending on human space explora-
tion. Perhaps there is merit to their arguments. But hu-
man space missions have been held back by a variety of
factors, including the fact that much of what hasn’t
been done already would come at enormous cost.

A better approach when applying the lessons of
Apollo is an expansive one.

If there is a great scientific and engineering puzzle
that needs to be solved now, it is climate change. 

The same combination of
determination and smarts
that landed men on the
moon can, and must, be de-
ployed to avert the catastro-
phe of rising sea levels, ex-
treme weather and other di-
sastrous effects of the build-
up of heat-trapping
greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere. 

The United States gener-
ally allows free enterprise
and innovation to solve
problems, sometimes in un-
expected ways. There are
exceptions, mostly, but not
exclusively, in times of war. 

In 1961, when President John F. Kennedy challenged
the nation to send astronauts to the moon by the end of
the decade, there was no national security imperative
to the mission. Nor was there any guarantee of a suc-
cess.

Kennedy, however, sensed that a nation made un-
easy in the nuclear age, and troubled by communism’s
advance on the ground and in the skies, needed a pro-
gram to rally around.

The case for such a program now is even greater, be-
cause climate change truly is a national security threat.

Such a mission would, by necessity, involve pouring
resources into a variety of areas: advanced batteries for
both vehicles and large-scale storage of electricity, car-
bon capture, solar arrays and nuclear energy. 

It would involve putting a price on greenhouse gas
emissions. It would involve many failures as well as
successes. And it would involve sharing America’s
technological breakthroughs with the rest of the world,
because global warming requires an international re-
sponse.

One of the bigger challenges would be in creating
metrics of success. With climate change there will be no
singular, giant-leap moment. Instead, targets for global
temperatures and carbon dioxide levels in the atmos-
phere will have to be set, met and celebrated.

If Apollo showed us one thing, it is that America can
succeed in solving complex problems. We have one
right now, and we can’t afford to ignore it. The priority
isn’t to send a human to another planet; it’s to save the
only one we call home.

USA Today editorial board
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Make priority
climate change
not the moon 

The same combination
of determination and
smarts that landed
men on the moon can,
and must, be deployed
to avert the
catastrophe of rising
sea levels, extreme
weather and other
disastrous effects of
the buildup of
heat-trapping
greenhouse gases in
the atmosphere. 

Prioritize climate change

These days in central Pennsylvania, with flood
warnings seeming common, allergy warnings expect-
ed, and repeated record rainfalls, you don’t have to
travel far to feel the effects of climate change.

Climate change is creating a public health emer-
gency.

People are experiencing heat illness, worsening
respiratory conditions like asthma, declining mental
health, and infectious and insect-borne diseases – all
health impacts that are directly related to impacts of
climate change, like increased air pollution, water
contamination and longer, hotter heat waves.

Climate change threatens the very foundations of
what we need to thrive: clean air, clean water, nutri-
tious food for all and vibrant communities.

While the health and well-being of all Americans is
at risk, the United States National Climate Assess-
ment has determined that health impacts of climate
change are not evenly shared. Many of the most vul-
nerable people in the U.S. – including pregnant wom-
en, children, the elderly, people with chronic illnesses,
outdoor workers, and people in low-income commu-
nities and communities of color – are most at risk. Ac-
cording to the American Lung Association’s “State of
the Air” report, over 67,500 people with asthma or
COPD live here in York County, 8,780 of whom are chil-
dren, and all of whom face greater health risks.

Policy choices our leaders make today will deter-
mine the magnitude of the health harms caused by cli-
mate change on future generations. The health sector
is taking action to promote and protect health in the
era of climate change, but we cannot do it alone.

The Climate, Health and Equity Policy Action
Agenda https://climatehealthaction.org/cta/climate-
health-equity-policy/ is endorsed by 74 organizations
(including the American Academy of Family Physi-
cians, of which I’m a member) representing more than
half a million doctors, nurses, health systems, public
health professionals, and patients. It provides a road-
map for local, state and national leaders to act now to
stop climate pollution, promote resilient communi-
ties, and support the health of all Americans.

To protect human health from the harms of climate
change, we call on our leaders in government, busi-
ness and the civil sector, including our representatives

to the Pennsylvania and U.S. legislatures, to heed the
urgent call of health professionals and health organi-
zations and immediately take steps to limit climate
disruption and build climate resilience.

We call on our leaders to prioritize health outcomes
in climate policy solutions at all levels of government,
business and the social sector.

We urge our leaders to support policies that
strengthen commitments to reducing greenhouse gas
emissions, transition rapidly away from the use of
coal, oil and natural gas, and transition to zero-carbon
transportation systems. Maximize the energy savings
that are available by improving energy efficiency.

Move to sustainable farms and food systems, in-
cluding best soil health to achieve maximum carbon
sequestration, and ensure that everyone has access to
safe drinking water.

Action taken now can and will help prevent the
worst impacts of climate change, have a direct impact
on our most vulnerable communities, and protect the
health of all families. We cannot wait any longer.

D. Scott McCracken
Springettsbury Township

Comparing Donald with George

First president "I cannot tell a LIE/"
Forty-fifth President "I cannot tweet the TRUTH."
Martin Zimmerman
Hopewell Township

PA needs internet equity

One reason the governor signed the no snow days
bill into law was because it means no school makeup
days in the spring. The down side is the fact that stu-
dents without broadband access will still miss days of
school since they cannot do assignments if teachers
assign online homework during what used to be snow
days. 

While I do not argue the merits of this new law, it
reminds me that Pennsylvania must bring Internet
equity to all students as a top legislative priority and
not unintentionally leave them even further behind.

Vince Phillips
Legislative Director
PA State Grange

YOUR OPINION

The last time I spoke with former Justice John Paul
Stevens was in 2017 at a reception for Associate Justice
Neil Gorsuch after his investiture on the Supreme Court.
Stevens was sitting near a corner looking frail and alone.
I went over and immediately teased him over my seeth-
ing jealousy over his scoring tickets to Game 4 of the
2016 World Series. Both Stevens and I grew up ardent
Chicago Cubs fans and Stevens just gave his signature
smile, shrugged, and said, when you pass 90, “people
are in a hurry to give you stuff.”

When Stevens passed last night at 99, most of us felt
that we had not given him nearly enough. Stevens
transformed this country in decades of decisions, but
most people only have a passing knowledge of who he
was. That is how he wanted it. No, he is not the “real
RBG” or Scalia. He was not a rock star. He was a jurist
who spoke entirely through his opinions and what he
said has helped shape the lives of every American.

Few justices have left a footprint on American juris-
prudence to match John Paul Stevens. It was not simply
because he served 35 years – the third-longest in Su-
preme Court history. It was way that Stevens ruled. He
wrote opinions that were anchored in simple, coherent
values that he saw in the Constitution. Stevens changed
on the court from a conservative to one of the most liber-
al justices in history. Along the way, he found his voice as
a strong defender of individual rights and an advocate
for a Constitution that must evolve with society – a liv-

ing document capable of securing the guarantees of the
Framers in a new and changing world.

His decisions remain the foundation for whole areas
of law. He is the author of Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural
Resources Defense Council, Inc., – a decision that con-
trols how agency decisions are reviewed and enforced
by the courts. He wrote core cases under the First
Amendment, the commerce clause and the Fourth
Amendment that still define core rights for all Ameri-
cans. 

He had confidence in the underlying values of the
Constitution that served as his guiding beacon. Thus,
when police acquired new technology to read thermal
images through the walls of homes, Stevens ruled that it
was still an intrusion in the home. Thermal imagery did
not exist at the time of the Framers but privacy did and
Stevens had no difficulty in seeing the need for a war-
rant.

Yet, it is not just Stevens’ wisdom that should be
missed. It is his style of judging. What is most remark-
able about Stevens is that he resisted efforts to turn him
into a public figure. 

As justices actively sought public acclaim, the con-
cern was that their public personas might influence

their judicial perspective. Stevens never liked being pi-
geonholed by advocates. In 2007, Stevens told the New
York Times “I don't think of myself as a liberal at all.” 

Stevens was not without regrets. He regretted voting
to restore the death penalty and would become one of its
more fervent critics. He wrote in simple prose that was
direct and clear. For example, Stevens wrote the opinion
in Reno v. ACLU that the federal Communications De-
cency Act (CDA) was unconstitutional, noting that “the
interest in encouraging freedom of expression in a dem-
ocratic society outweighs any theoretical but unproven
benefit of censorship.” There was nothing pretentious
about his writing style. Yet, his opinions spoke clearly
about rights that needed no embellishment or added
flourish. 

Stevens often spoke of our rights like a shared cove-
nant of faith; a Constitution that bonds us all to core val-
ues. At a time of deepening divisions in this country, I
will truly miss that voice. I will truly miss John Paul Ste-
vens.

Jonathan Turley, the Shapiro Professor of Public In-
terest Law at George Washington University, is a mem-
ber of USA TODAY’s Board of Contributors. 

ANOTHER VIEW

Justice John Paul Stevens was a jurist for divided times
Jonathan Turley
Guest columnist


